Directions to **Institut für Meereskunde, Universität Hamburg**

Institut für Meereskunde  
Bundesstr. 53  
20146 Hamburg  
Tel.: +49 40 42838-5986

The **AMOC workshop** will be held on the Ground floor of Bundesstraße 53 (**Bu53**), a 4-story-tall green-blue building; it is adjacent to an 18-story tall gray-brown building (**Bu55**, Geomatikum) which is a useful landmark. The nearest metro station is Schlump.

**Main seminar room is 022/023 on the ground floor:**  
The entrance to Bu53 is through the central glass atrium (enter either side). From the entrance, turn towards the stairwell. Go past the stairwell through the glass doors. The seminar room is 30m ahead on the right-hand side.
Walking path from Schlump to Bu53 (red).
From Schlump, exit the metro and look around for the Geomatikum (Bu55, a gray-brown, 18-story building). Walk towards it. The 4-story green-blue building on the same side of the road hosts the Institute of Oceanography (Bu53).

Arrival to Bu53 from Hamburg airport:

- use a Taxi (ca. 25min, maybe €25)
- or take suburban railway S1 (Get ticket from the HVV-ticket machine, about €3.60) until stop Ohlsdorf, change here to metro U1 into direction Ohlstedt/Großhansdorf until stop Kellinghusenstraße, change here to metro U3 in the direction Billstedt/Mümmelmannsberg (departure is on the same track) until stop Schlump. Follow walking directions from Schlump (above).
Arrival to Bu53 from Main station (Hamburg Hbf)

- take bus no. 4 heading towards Eidelstedt to stop Schlump/Bundesstraße == walk towards the 18-story brown skyscraper (Geomatikum), turn left into Bundesstraße. The 4-story blue-green building next to the little skyscraper (Geomatikum) is Bu53.
- take U-Bahn (Metro) U2 heading to Niendorf Nord to stop Schlump. Follow walking directions from Schlump (previous page).

Ticket from busdriver or the HVV-ticket machine.

Arrival to Bu53 from Hamburg-Dammtor station:

- take bus no. 4 heading towards Eidelstedt to stop Schlump/Bundesstraße == walk towards the 18-story brown skyscraper (Geomatikum), turn left into Bundesstraße; the 4-story building blue-green building next to the little skyscraper (Geomatikum) is Bu53.
- Walk from Dammtor (ca. 15min): leave the railway station on the north side. Cross the big, busy street and turn left, walking along Edmund-Siemers Allee to the northwest - the railway track will be on your left. You'll arrive at Bundesstraße. Continue along Bundesstraße3 for about 10min. Bu53 will be on the left-hand side.

Ticket from busdriver or the HVV-ticket machine.
Hotels near Bu53.

YoHo hotel [https://www.yoho-hamburg.de/en](https://www.yoho-hamburg.de/en)  
**Moorkamp 5, 20357 Hamburg**  
**Tel. +49-40-2841910, yoho@yoho-hamburg.de**

Mercure Hotel Hamburg Mitte  
[https://all.accor.com/hotel/5394/index.de.shtml](https://all.accor.com/hotel/5394/index.de.shtml)  
**Schroederstiftstr. 3, 20146 Hamburg**  
**Tel. +49 40 450690, h5394@accor.com**

YoHo hotel is an 11-minute walk from Bu53.  
Mercure Hotel Hamburg Mitte is a 7-minute walk from Bu53.
Dinner: 19:00 on Wednesday 19 July at:
Restaurant Hobenköök
Stockmeyerstraße 43, 20457 Hamburg

Note: It takes about 30 minutes to reach the restaurant from Bundesstraße 53. Plan to leave your hotel or Bu53 by 18:15-18:25 to arrive on time.

Directions:
Take the U3 (yellow) metro from Schlump in the direction Wandsbek-Gartenstadt. Exit at stop Mönckebergstraße. Walk to the restaurant (ca. 15 min). Go south until you reach water. Turn left and pass 2 bridges - cross on Oberhafenbrücke. Make the first left onto Stockmeyerstraße.